The following map depicts current areas of focus. In addition to application analysis, this year we have added two further layers to our analyses - domain (e.g. crop, livestock or aquaculture) and core technology.

**DOMAINS:**
- Crops
- Livestock
- Aquaculture

**TECHNOLOGY:**
- Sensing
- Data Processing
- Biologicals
- Materials and Substances
- Infrastructural components

**DOMAINS:**
- Plants
- Fungi
- Bacteria

Start-Up Nation Central is an Israel based non-profit that serves as a gateway to Israeli innovation. The organization leverages its in-depth knowledge of Israel’s innovative sector to introduce business leaders, governments, and M&As from across the globe to the most relevant people and technologies that address their critical needs.

With offices in Rambam and Boston, and $100m under management, GreenSoil Investments funds companies in the ag & food technologies and building innovation sectors. Founded in 2011, GreenSoil’s agro & food technologies fund has a portfolio of 6 promising companies and is the largest dedicated fund in this space in Israel.

* The following map depicts current areas of focus. In addition to application analysis, this year we have added two further layers to our analyses - domain (e.g. crop, livestock or aquaculture) and core technology.
ISRAELI INNOVATION:
There are currently 350 Israeli Agritech startups focusing on deep tech.*

Input Production
Farm Monitoring & Risk Management
Input Management
Produce & Trade Management

* Deep-tech startup companies are based on substantial scientific advances and high-tech engineering innovation.

Start-Up Nation Finder™ holds more than 6400 innovative Israeli companies
Of these, more than 350 deal with agritech

Find out more at Start-Up Nation Finder:

Check out the resources on our designated Agritech website: